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        Hobbytec,
we care about crafting    
At Hobbytec, you’ll find a great range of top-quality hot melt glue sticks and craft glue guns in both 7mm and 12mm, all at great prices. With a full range of craft accessories and kits available to help you on your way, what are you waiting for? Start crafting today!
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                                        Stick almost anything                    
        
        
    
        
        
                Bond a variety of materials including fabrics, glass, wood, paper, card, buttons, string, metal, plastic, felt, floristry foam, and more.
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                                        Craft from scratch                    
        
        
    
        
        
                Work with silicone moulds, stamps or just free hand to create your craft glue projects from scratch.  The only limit is your imagination!
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                                        Range of colours                    
        
        
    
        
        
                With a range of vibrant colours & dazzling glitters, our high-performance hot melt glue sticks will perk up any crafting project.
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                                        Easy to use & non toxic                    
        
        
    
        
        
                Clean to use, non-toxic with an indefinite shelf life, fast set time and instant bonding. Perfect for a range of hobby and craft projects.
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        Craft with hot melt glue    
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        Easy to use, built to last    

        Craft Glue Guns    
User-friendly, reliable glue guns that deliver professional results across a range of hobby and craft applications. Available in 7mm and 12mm, our craft glue guns provide great quality and amazing performance that you can count on.
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        Add some colour to your craft
    

        Craft Glue Sticks    
High-quality hot melt glue sticks that are perfect for brightening up any craft project. And they’re not just for bonding – our 7mm and 12mm craft glue sticks are so good that they can be used to make a stunning range of art, decorations, and crafts completely from scratch. With a huge range of glitter, colour and clear glue sticks on offer, you’ll be spoilt for choice.
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        Optional extras to make crafting easier    

        Accessories    
We stock a great range of crafty accessories too. Whether you need a stand for your gun, a new nozzle, a protective craft mat, or a way to cut down on waste glue, we’ve got what you need.
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        Subscribe & Save
    

        Sign up for emails to get exclusive deals!
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        Bulk orders
    

        Find out more about placing large orders with us.    
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        Inspirational Tutorials    

                
            
        
    




    
        
            
            
                                    
                
                    

    
    
        
        

            
        View all tutorials    
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                                        Glue mixing for beginners                    
        
        
    
        
        
                Mixing glue colours is a great way to add something different to your craft projects. Why not give it a try? Our 12mm glue sticks cut easily with scissors, so you can feed small lengths of different coloured glue sticks into the gun to achieve new colours and effects.
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                                        Letter keyrings                    
        
        
    
        
        
                Make something personal with these letter keyrings! Perfect for putting your initial on your house keys, or to give as a gift, this quick make is super easy. You will need: Tec 305 glue gun 12mm coloured glue sticks Tec mat Letter shaped silicone mould Keyring chains Something to make a hole in the letter […]
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                                        How to change a glue gun nozzle safely                    
        
        
    
        
        
                Switching the nozzle of your glue gun is a quick and easy way to adapt it for your application. Whether you’re working on a project that needs extra reach and delicacy, or your gun’s standard nozzle has become tatty and you want to replace it, we can help. Here’s how to replace the nozzle of your tec 305 […]
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        Let’s get crafty    
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        Craft Glue Products
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    Craft Glue Kits

            
	        
    Craft glue sticks
            
	        
    Hot melt glue accessories
            


                
            
        
    




    
        
            
            
            
                
                    
        Service
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        Additional Info
    

	        
    Hints & Tips

            
	        
    Craft Glue Gun Do's & Don'ts
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